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BllC
Hon Brian Ellis MLC
Chairman
Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs
Parliament House
PERTH WA 6000

Dear Chairman

Petition No 76 - Rezoning of Special Rural Land, Mariginup

I refer to your correspondence dated 27 th May 2010 regarding the above petition, and am
pleased to provide a submission in support of the petition.

My submission on these important issues is as follows.

Some of my constituents are concerned that the rezoning of special rural land in Mariginiup
from priority two (P2) to priority three (P3) has the potential to imperil the sanctity of the
Gnangara Mound. I have been informed by my constituents of the following:

Lake Mariginiup is a shallow wetland at high risk of acidification. Declining water levels have
exposed acid sulphate soils, with a potency that can be quantified by using field and laboratory

analyses.

If the zoning in Mariginiup is changed from P2 to P3, the subdivision and development of the
land will necessitate a dewatering process, which will create rising acid and salt as the water
level replenishes itself. The area is particularly vulnerable to this problem because of the
nearness of the water table to the ground.

These problems have the potential to render an area of land a "contaminated site". Such a
classification will tarnish a landholder's Certificate of Title and potentially have finan'cial
ramifications for those with land interests in the area.

The high level of the water table in the area also means that the purity of bores will be
blemished with toxicity. This has consequences for the relatively pristine local environment.
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The lack of confining beds beneath Lake Mariginiup allows acids and toxins to fall easily into
the deeper aquifer where Perth gets its drinking water from. Not only is this bad for human
health; it can also have disastrous consequences for trees, plants and wildlife.

Plants, animals and vegetation in the area may be put at risk from the acidification of water
sources. Trees and plants which are crucial for stabilising soil and filtering salt will be corroded
and killed. Animals will suffer from malnutrition as a result of depleted food sources, in
particular those rich in calcium. The High Value Wetland Conservation area at the end of
Coogee Road will be put at risk.

In Mariginiup there are many registered Aboriginal sites which require appropriate land usage
to enable spiritual ceremonies and the continued practice of customs and traditions. Zone 2 in
total contains 17 Indigenous sites of significance, including Lake Neerabup, Lake Mariginiup,
Gnangara Lake and Lake Adams.

These facts presented to be by my constituents give me cause to believe that the issues must
be investigated and further addressed before a final decision is made on the planning
outcomes for the region.

467 signatures were collected from residents concerned about the potential impacts of the
proposed changes. They should be given the opportunity to present their views to the
Committee and the Government on decisions that will impact their quality of life in the future.

On behalf of my constituents and residents of the area, I encourage the Committee to further
investigate this important issue.

Please don't hesitate to contact my office if you require any further information.

Yours sincerely

KEN TRAVERS MLC
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11 August 2010

CC: Glynis Monks, principal petitioner


